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Abstract

Airborne survey can be utilized as a multipurpose dau in different fields such as exploration, health physics,
environmental studies and so on. The well known advantages of airborne survey include rapidity, more extent of
surveyed area, the possibility of application in unaccessible regions where no other methods can be utilized. More
than one third of Iran territory i.e. about 600 000 km2 has been surveyed by magnetic and spectral gamma ray
airborne. This survey is one of the largest and most highly specified survey of its type ever attempted. Extremely
large quantities of data were generated during the survey which can be used as a baseline information.

1. INTRODUCTION

A large part of Iran has been surveyed by airborne radiometric and magnetic techniques
focusing on uranium exploration during the years 1976-78, by three companies; Austirex, Prakla
Seismos, General de Geophysics (CGG), in different areas as shown in Fig. 1 and Table I.
Exploratory areas mostly cover eastern and northwestern parts of Iran, which exceed 600 000 km2

including 960 000 km flight lines. This survey is one of the largest and most highly specialized
surveys of its type ever attempted. The selection of promising areas which might be favorable for
uranium occurrence was based on geological information and mineralization trends.

The advantages of geophysical airborne survey include different aspects such as; economy,
largeness of area, time saving, monitoring unaccessible areas, etc. Only airborne survey can record
such an extremely huge data in a vast region during an acceptable time, considering economical
problems. This method is able to get a comprehensive potential view on the country in the first phase,
then determining interested zones for further detailed works in the next phase. In other words fairly
constant and lower counts (radioactivity) may indicate absence of radioactive mineral enrichments,
and such areas can be eliminated from further surveys, then such a procedure can save time and
expenditure.

2. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION OF AIRBORNE SURVEY

2.1. Flight Data

The airborne survey has been carried out at 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 km line spacing and mean terrain
clearance of 120 m. Flight lines were in direction N40W in the eastern part, N40E in the central part
and N/S in the northwestern part of IRAN according to the geological trends. Also some flights were
made along tie lines in the spacing ten times more than flight spacing, i.e. 5, 10 or 20 km
perpendicular to the flight lines. Sample interval was 1 sec. while the maximum aircraft speed was
70 m/sec.

2.2. Data Acquisition Equipment

Magnetometer System: Varian V85 proton precession magnetometer for auto tune in fields
varying from 25 000 to 100 000 nT with 1 nT sensitivity. Gamma ray Spectrometer: Using 50 lit.
Nal (Tl) crystal as a main crystal detector with a 256 channels spectrometer in four windows TC, K,
U, Th ranging 0.32-2.9 Mev (TC), 1.36-1.56 Mev (K), 1.66-1.76 Mev (U), 2.42-2.90 Mev (Th).
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FIG. 1. Airborne surveyed areas.

TABLE I. EXTENT OF FLIGHT AREAS

Austirex

Prakla

CGG

Flight area code

1.2

3.5

4

Flight line (km)

310 000

450 000

150 000

Surveyed area

290 000

216 300

148 500

3. WORK PROCEDURES

3.1. Calibration

The spectrometer system was to be calibrated over especial test pads constructed at Tehran
airport consisting five pads; uranium, thorium, potassium, mixed and background as static calibration,
and along test ranges extending 10 km long and 1 km width as dynamic calibration.
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3.2. Data Acquisition

Geophysical data was recorded digitally on the magnetic tapes in addition to analogue chart.

3.3. Flight Path Recovery

The geophysical values are assigned to the recovered points of flight tracks.

3.4. Data Processing

Using prepherial hardware (digitizer.plotter,...) and Geopak software, plotted maps, after
doing some correction, gridding, contouring are produced.

3.5. Interpretation

interpretation of geophysical data is essentially is an iterative process, with ground truth as
it becomes known fed back into the interpretation loop, and new models generated to allow for the
latest knowledge. The steps attempted at this stage consist of:

3.5.1. Image Processing

An alternative approach to the analysis of geophysical data is to present it in image rather than
graphical format. Geophysical data is transformed, or scaled, from physical units to a number
between 0 and 256, and either a grey scale or colour value is assigned to the transformed value.
RTICAD software operates on grid files so as to produce pseudo-coloured image to show various
physical potentials like magnetic field intensity and radioactivity for the following geophysical
parameters: total count, U, Th, K, Mag, filtered mag, colour composite of U,Th,K and ratios;
(U/Th,U/K,Th/K).

3.5.2. Quantitative Interpretation

The discovery of uranium resources, emphasis in the interpretation has been placed on the
radiometric data, so in these maps by defining the background level and anomaly amplitude, it is
possible to reject the values less than anomaly limit, then anomalies are recognizable.

3.5.3. Data Compilation

Compiling complementary data from different aspects could be lead to a comprehensive idea
on the interested area, therefore contour maps, pseudo coloured maps, geology map, stacked profiles
and remote sensing data were compiled together.

3.5.4. Qualitative Interpretation

The last stage of interpretation for finding out the results, is carried out considering the
following:

migration of uranium;
ratios maps; sometimes uranium deposits produce identifiable ratio anomalies without
producing simple uranium channel anomalies;
results of field checking, mineralization, alteration and so on;
recognizing of pseudo-anomalies arising from leaching, facies changes and concentration of
radon gas.
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DATA PRESENTATION

Data is presented as a raw, processed and interpreted one in form of:

digital on the magnetic tapes;

analogue strip chart records of all survey flights, test lines and calibrations;
stacked profiles at 1:250 000 scale of the following geophysical parameters; total count(c/s),
K(c/s), U(c/s), Th(c/s),Bi-214(air), U/Th ratio, U/K ratio, Th/K ratio, total magnetic field
and radar altitude (Fig. 2);
contour maps at scales of 1:50 000 and 1:250 000 of the following geophysical parameters;
total count (Ur)1, uranium equivalent(ppm), thorium equivalent(ppm), potassium(percent) and
the three isotope ratios U/Th, U/K, Th/K (Fig.3);
pseudo coloured maps at scales 1:100 000 and 1:250 000 of the above mentioned parameters.
Fig. 4 shows radioactive potential in area flown by Austirex, i.e. z40 eastern part of Iran. As
it is observed, in scales about 1:50 000 the background radiation level varies from one area
to the other one, but in general view it is about 8 Ur. The maximum value is about 20 Ur.
Fig. 5 shows magnetic field intensity in the same area. Sometimes there is a correlation
between magnetic complexes and uranium channel response, and it will be more observable
in scales about 1:100 000. Some information on geological structures, lineaments, faults,
basement,... could be found out from magnetic map and the filtered one.
interpreted maps for interested areas, showing uranium anomalies classification and geological
structures.

5. LIMITATION AND DISADVANTAGES OF AIRBORNE SURVEY

In spite of numerous advantages of geophysical airborne survey which are impossible to be
obtained by the other methods, there are some insufficiencies as follows:

high topographic regions,
covered areas,
straight sampling.

Sometimes, presence of a facies among the other ones having different gamma radiation,
leaching of radioactive mineral, concentration of radon gas in traps may lead to pseudo anomaly.

6. CONCLUSION

As it is mentioned the well known advantages of airborne survey include rapidity, more extent
of surveyed area, relative simplicity of use and in some cases, the possibility of application in
unaccessible regions where no other methods can be utilized.

Such an extremely large information can be applied in different ways as a multi-purpose data
bank in addition to uranium exploration, for instance:

mineral exploration,
corresponding and correcting geology maps,
identifying high radiation areas for various purposes; (exploration, health physics,
environmental studies,... ),
registering the background of radiation as a reference for each area and comparing it in the
future for probable nuclear events, (natural and man-made) and variation of radioactive
pollution.

Ur: Universal radiation, 1 Ur = 1 ppm eU = 0.6 R/h
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FIG. 2. Stacked profiles.
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F/G. 5. Tora/ radioelement concentration contour map (ur).
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FIG. 4. Total count image.
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FIG. 5. Magnetic field intensity image.
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